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Gambling Disorder 
 
MODULE ENTRY: ONE OR MORE ‘YES’ RESPONSES IN 
SC27d - SC27f 
12 MO ENTRY: ONE OR MORE ‘YES’ RESPONSES IN 
SC27d_1-SC27f_1 
 
GD1. The next questions are about your gambling. How 
old were you the very first time you ever gambled? 
[If unsure, prompt: “About how old were you?” If still 
unsure or if “All my life” or “As long as I can remember”, 
prompt: “Was it before your teens?” If Yes, enter ‘12’; if 
no, prompt: “Was it before your twenties?” If Yes, enter 
‘19’; if no, enter ‘20’] 
 
  years 
 
GD2. What's your best estimate of how many times you ever made a bet of any kind in your entire life (from 
betting on sports in an office pool to playing cards with friends, buying lottery tickets, playing bingo, 
speculating on high risk stocks, playing pool or golf for money, playing slot machines, betting on horse 
races, and any other kind of betting or gambling)? 

 501-1000 times 
 101-500 times 
 51-100 times 
 11-50 times 
 1-10 times 
 Never 

 
GD3. Did you ever have a time in your life when you placed a bet or gambled at least once every week for 
six months or more in a row?  

 Yes 
 No GO TO CKPT.GD5 

 
GD4. About how old were you when you first started to bet or gamble at least once a week for six months 
or more in a row?  
[If unsure, prompt: “About how old were you?” If still unsure or if “All my life” or “As long as I can 
remember”, prompt: “Was it before your teens?” If Yes, enter ‘12’; if no, prompt: “Was it before your 
twenties?” If Yes, enter ‘19’; if no, enter ‘20’] 
 
  years old 
 
  

[Appears in right pane] 
 

Gambling might include… 
• betting on sports in an office pool 
• playing cards with friends 
• buying lottery tickets 
• playing bingo 
• speculating on high risk stocks 
• playing pool or golf for money 
• playing slot machines 
• betting on horse races 

…or any other kind of betting behavior 
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CKPT.GD5 
1…PAST YEAR VERSION AND SC27c!=Past12Mo [PY version - no gambling past 12 months] 

GO TO NEXT MODULE 
2…LIFETIME VERSION AND SC27c!=Past12Mo [LT version - no gambling past 12 months]  
 GO TO GD34 [LT Qs] 
3…SC27c=Past12Mo [PY or LT version - gambling past 12 months] 

CONTINUE 
 
GD6. Think about the past 12 months. During the past 12 months, how often did you usually gamble- 
every day, nearly every day, three to four days a week, one to two days a week, one to three days a 
month, less than once a month, or never? 

 Every day 
 Nearly every day 
 3-4 days / week 
 1-2 days / week 
 1-3 days / month 
 Less than once a month 
 Never 

 
CKPT.GD7 
1…PAST YEAR VERSION AND GD6 CODED ‘never’ [PY version - no gambling past 12 months] 
 GO TO NEXT MODULE  
2…LIFETIME VERSION AND GD6 CODED ‘never’ [LT version - no gambling past 12 months]  
 GO TO GD34 [LT Qs] 
3…All others [PY or LT version - gambling past 12 months] 

CONTINUE 
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[GRID SCREEN 1] 
The following questions are about types of gambling you might have engaged in at venues other than 
casinos. Approximately how many times in the past 12 months did you bet or spend money on each of 
the following activities at venues other than casinos? 

 
Never 1-5 

times 
6-10 

times 
11-50 
times 

51-100 
times 

More 
than 100 

times 
GD8a. Playing the lottery (lottery 
tickets, instant Lotto games, 
Powerball, instant scratch-off 
tickets, Lotto, video lottery 
games, etc.)? 

◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 

GD8b. Betting on sports with 
friends or in an office pool? ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 

GD8c. Playing cards (including 
poker), dice, chess, or other 
game of mental skill for money 
(not at a casino or poker room)? 

◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 

GD8d. Playing games of physical 
skill for money, such as pool, 
golf, or bowling? 

◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 

GD8e. Speculating on high risk 
stocks, day trading, real estate, 
stock options, or futures? 

◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 

GD8f. Betting on sports with a 
bookie or with parlay cards (not 
at a casino)? 

◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 

GD8g. Betting on horse or dog 
races or on dog or cock fights? ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 

GD8h. Playing bingo or pull tabs 
or keno (not at a casino)? ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 

 
GD9. During the past 12 months, how often did you gamble at a casino or poker room? 

 Every day 
 Nearly every day 
 3-4 days / week 
 1-2 days / week 
 1-3 days / month 
 Less than once a month 
 Never GO TO GD11a 
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[GRID SCREEN 2] 
Approximately how many times in the past 12 months did you bet or spend money on each of the 
following activities at a casino? 

 
Never 1-5 

times 
6-10 

times 
11-50 
times 

51-100 
times 

More 
than 100 

times 
GD10a. Playing poker (at a 
casino or poker room)? ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 

GD10b. Playing table games 
other than poker (at a casino)? ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 

GD10c. Betting on sports (at a 
casino)? ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 

GD10d. Playing slot machines, 
video poker, or other gaming 
machines (at a casino)? 

◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 

 
GD11a. During the past 12 months, how often did you gamble on the Internet? 

 Every day  GO TO GRID SCREEN 3 
 Nearly every day GO TO GRID SCREEN 3 
 3-4 days / week  GO TO GRID SCREEN 3 
 1-2 days / week  GO TO GRID SCREEN 3 
 1-3 days / month GO TO GRID SCREEN 3 
 Less than once a month GO TO GRID SCREEN 3 
 Never   CONTINUE 

IF DK/RF GO TO GRID SCREEN 3 
 
GD11b. During the past 12 months, how often did you pay entry fees to play daily fantasy sports or 
other similar contests on the Internet? 

 Every day 
 Nearly every day 
 3-4 days / week 
 1-2 days / week 
 1-3 days / month 
 Less than once a month 
 Never GO TO GD13 

IF DK/RF CONTINUE 
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[GRID SCREEN 3] 
Approximately how many times in the past 12 months did you bet or spend money on each of the 
following activities on the Internet? 

 
Never 1-5 

times 
6-10 

times 
11-50 
times 

51-100 
times 

More 
than 100 

times 
GD12a. Playing Internet poker? ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 
GD12b. Internet sports betting? ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 
GD12c. Daily fantasy sports? ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 
GD12d. Other types of Internet 
gambling? ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 

 
GD13. Taking all your wins and losses over the full year together, how much money did you lose in the 
past year? 
[INTERVIEWER: If “No loss” or “Loss less than $1”, enter ‘0’.] 
 
        $  
 
GD14. What is the maximum amount you have lost in one day in the past year?  
[INTERVIEWER: If “No loss” or “Loss less than $1”, enter ‘0’.] 
 
        $  
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[GRID SCREEN 4] 
During the past 12 months, have you had any of the following problems associated with your gambling? 

 Yes No 
GD15a. Did your betting or gambling often interfere with your work or 
responsibilities at school, on a job, or at home? ◯ ◯ 

GD15b. Did your betting or gambling cause repeated arguments or other serious 
problems with your family, friends, neighbors, or coworkers? ◯ ◯ 

GD15c. Did you have periods when you would spend lots of time thinking about your 
gambling when you should have been thinking about other things? ◯ ◯ 

GD15d. Did you have periods when you would spend lots of time planning your bets 
or studying the odds when you should have been doing other things? ◯ ◯ 

GD15e. Have you had to increase the amount you bet or gambled over time in order 
to keep it exciting? ◯ ◯ 

GD15f. Did you have a time when you would often use betting or gambling as a way 
to get out of a bad mood or to improve your mood? ◯ ◯ 

GD15g. Did you often gamble in order to escape from or stop thinking about 
personal problems? ◯ ◯ 

GD15h. After losing money gambling, did you often return another day soon after 
to try to win back your losses? ◯ ◯ 

GD15i. When you had a big gambling debt, did you gamble more and more in the 
hope of winning back the losses? ◯ ◯ 

GD15j. Did you often have such a strong desire to bet or gamble that you couldn't 
resist it or couldn't think of anything else? ◯ ◯ 

GD15k. Did you have times when you gambled even though you promised yourself 
you wouldn't, or when you bet a lot more or for a longer period of time than you 
intended? 

◯ ◯ 

 
GD16. How many times in the past 12 months did you make a serious attempt to cut down or stop 
gambling? 
 
  times 
 
CKPT.GD17 
0…GD16=0 [no quit attempts past 12 months] GO TO CKPT.GD19 
1…GD16>0 [1+ quit attempts past 12 months] GO TO GD18 
 
GD18. Since trying to cut down or stop, what is the longest period of time you have gone without 
gambling in the past 12 months? 
 

 days   weeks   months 
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CKPT.GD19 
1…(ALL RESPONSES CODED ‘never’ OR ‘less than once a month’ IN GD6, GD9, GD11a, AND GD11b) AND 
(ALL RESPONSES CODED <$100 IN GD13 AND GD14) [<11 times gambling, <$100 lost in past 12 months]
 GO TO GD32 [LT Qs] 
2…ALL OTHERS 

CONTINUE 
 
CKPT.GD20a 
0…GD15e!=YES [does not meet “Excitement” criterion past 12 months] 
1…GD15e=YES [meets “Excitement” criterion past 12 months] 
 
CKPT.GD20b 
0…SC27d!=Past12MO [does not meet “Irritability” criterion past 12 months] 
1…SC27d=Past12Mo [meets “Irritability” criterion past 12 months] 
 
CKPT.GD20c 
0…GD15j!=YES AND GD15k!=YES AND CKPT.GD17=1 [does not meet “Control” criterion past 12 months] 
1…GD15j=YES OR GD15k=YES OR CKPT.GD17=0 [meets “Control” criterion past 12 months] 
 
CKPT.GD20d 
0…GD15c!=YES AND GD15d!=YES [does not meet “Preoccupation” criterion past 12 months] 
1…GD15c=YES OR GD15d=YES [meets “Preoccupation” criterion past 12 months] 
 
CKPT.GD20e 
0…GD15f!=YES AND GD15g!=YES [does not meet “Distress” criterion past 12 months] 
1…GD15f=YES OR GD15g=YES [meets “Distress” criterion past 12 months] 
 
CKPT.GD20f 
0…GD15h!=YES AND GD15i!=YES [does not meet “Chasing” criterion past 12 months] 
1…GD15h=YES OR GD15i=YES [meets “Chasing” criterion past 12 months] 
 
CKPT.GD20g 
0…SC27e!=Past12Mo [does not meet “Concealment” criterion past 12 months] 
1…SC27e=Past12Mo [meets “Concealment” criterion past 12 months] 
 
CKPT.GD20h 
0…GD15a!=YES AND GD15b!=YES [does not meet “Impairment” criterion past 12 months] 
1…GD15a=YES OR GD15b=YES [meets “Impairment” criterion past 12 months] 
 
CKPT.GD20i 
0…SC27f!=Past12Mo [does not meet “Reliance” criterion past 12 months] 
1…SC27f=Past12Mo [meets “Reliance” criterion past 12 months] 
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CKPT.GD21 
0…PAST YEAR VERSION AND ZERO TO THREE RESPONSES “1” IN CKPT.GD20a-CKPT.GD20i [PY version - 
Meets past 12 month Freq./Quant. Screen, but has <4 GD symptoms past 12 mo] 

GO TO NEXT MODULE 
1…LIFETIME VERSION AND ZERO TO THREE RESPONSES “1” IN CKPT.GD20a-CKPT.GD20i [LT version - 
Meets past 12 month Freq./Quant. Screen, but has <4 GD symptoms past 12 mo]  

GO TO GD32 [LT Qs] 
2…FOUR TO FIVE RESPONSES “1” IN CKPT.GD20a-CKPT.GD20i [PY or LT version - Meets past 12 month 
Freq./Quant. Screen, and has 4-5 GD symptoms past 12 mo] 

CONTINUE 
3…SIX TO SEVEN RESPONSES “1” IN CKPT.GD20a-CKPT.GD20i [PY or LT version - Meets past 12 month 
Freq./Quant. Screen, and has 6-7 GD symptoms past 12 mo] 

CONTINUE  
4…EIGHT TO NINE RESPONSES “1” IN CKPT.GD20a-CKPT.GD20i [PY or LT version - Meets past 12 month 
Freq./Quant. Screen, and has 8-9 GD symptoms past 12 mo] 

CONTINUE 
 
GD22. You reported having a number of gambling problems during the past 12 months, such as 
GDFILL01 AND GDFILL02. How old were you the very first time you had any of these problems? 
[If unsure, prompt: “About how old were you?” If still unsure or if “All my life” or “As long as I can 
remember”, prompt: “Was it before your teens?” If Yes, enter ‘12’; if no, prompt: “Was it before your 
twenties?” If Yes, enter ‘19’; if no, enter ‘20’] 
FILL RULES: 
Select first endorsed (GDFILL01) and second endorsed (GDFILL02) out of: GD15e OR SC27d_1 OR (GD15j 
OR GD15k OR GD16>0) OR (GD15c OR GD15d) OR (GD15f OR GD15g) OR (GD15h OR GD15i) OR SC27e_1 
OR (GD15a OR GD15b) OR SC27f_1): 

GD15e_1=GDID01 
SC27d_1=GDID02 
GD15j=GDID03 
GD15k=GDID04 
GD15c=GDID05 
GD15d=GDID06 
GD15f=GDID07  
GD15g=GDID08  
GD15h=GDID09 
GD15i=GDID10 
SC27e_1=GDID11  
GD15a=GDID12  
GD15b=GDID13 
SC27f_1=GDID14  

 
  years old 
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GD23. How old were you the first time you had four or more of these problems during the same 12-
month period?  
[If unsure, prompt: “About how old were you?” If still unsure or if “All my life” or “As long as I can 
remember”, prompt: “Was it before your teens?” If Yes, enter ‘12’; if no, prompt: “Was it before your 
twenties?” If Yes, enter ‘19’; if no, enter ‘20’] 
 
  years old 
 
GD24. How recently did you have four or more of these problems - within the past 30 days, 1 to six 
months ago, or more than 6 months ago? 

 Within the past 30 days Moderate 
 1 to 6 months ago 
 More than 6 months ago 

 
GD25. About how many different years in your life did you ever have four or more of these problems?  
[INTERVIEWER: Number should not be greater than participant’s current age.]  
 
  years 
 
GD26. Have you made a serious attempt to quit gambling during the past 12 months? 

 Yes 
 No GO TO GRID SCREEN 5 

IF DK/RF GO TO GRID SCREEN 5 
 
GD27. What is the longest period of time you went without gambling after an attempt to quit during the 
past 12 months?  
[INTERVIEWER: 7 days per week; 30 days per month; 365 days per year.] 
 
  days 
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[GRID SCREEN 5] 
GD28. Think about the period lasting one month or longer in the past 12 months when your gambling 
was most problematic. Using a 0 to 10 scale where 0 means no interference and 10 means very severe 
interference, what number describes how much your gambling interfered with each of the following 
activities during that period? 
[IF NEC: How much did your gambling interfere with (ACTIVITY) during that time?] 
[IF NEC: You can use any number between 0 and 10 to answer.] 

No interference 
Mild 

 
 

Moderate 
 
 

Severe 
 
 

Very severe 
interference 

 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  
a. Your home 
management, like 
cleaning, shopping, and 
taking care of the house 
or apartment? 

◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 

a. b. Your ability to work? ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 
b. c. Your ability to form and 

maintain close 
relationships with other 
people? 

◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 

d. Your social life? ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 
 
CKPT.GD29  
1…PAST YEAR VERSION AND ZERO RESPONSES CODED >0 IN GD28a-GD28d OR ALL RESPONSES CODED 
DK/RF GD28a-GD28d [PY version, no past 12 mo interference] 

GO TO GD59a [Tx Qs] 
2…LIFETIME VERSION AND ZERO RESPONSES CODED >0 IN GD28a-GD28d OR ALL RESPONSES CODED 
DK/RF IN GD28a-GD28d [LT version - no past 12 mo interference] 

GO TO GD33 [LT Qs] 
3…ONE OR MORE RESPONSES CODED >0 IN GD28a-GD28d [PY or LT version - some interference]  
 CONTINUE 
 
GD30. About how many days out of 365 in the past 12 months were you totally unable to work or carry 
out your normal activities because of your gambling?  
 
  days 
 
CKPT.GD31 
1…LT version CONTINUE 
2…PY version GO TO GD59a [Tx Qs] 
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GD32. Was there ever a year in your life when you gambled more frequently than you did in the past 12 
months? 

 Yes 
 No 

IF DK/RF GO TO GD34 
 
CKPT.GD33 
1…CKPT.GD21>1 [LT version - Qualifies for past 12mo GD] 

GO TO GD59a [Tx Qs] 
2…GD32=Yes [LT version - Lifetime gambling heavier than in past 12 months; <4 problems associated 
with past 12 mo SD, but gambled more than 11 times and lost more than $100 in lifetime]  
 CONTINUE 
3…GD32!=Yes [LT version - Lifetime gambling NOT heavier than in past 12 months; <4 problems 
associated with past 12 mo SD, but gambled more than 11 times and lost more than $100 in lifetime] 
 GO TO NEXT MODULE 
 
GD34. Think about the years in your life when you gambled or bet most. During those years, how often 
did you usually gamble - every day, nearly every day, three to four days a week, one to two days a week, 
one to three days a month, less than once a month, or never? 

 Every day 
 Nearly every day 
 3-4 days / week 
 1-2 days / week 
 1-3 days / month 
 Less than once a month 
 Never 

 
CKPT.GD35 
1…GD34 CODED ‘never’  GO TO NEXT MODULE 
2…ALL OTHERS   CONTINUE 
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[GRID SCREEN 6] 
The following questions are about types of gambling you might have engaged in at venues other than 
casinos. During those years when you gambled the most, approximately how many times did you bet or 
spend money on each of the following activities at venues other than casinos? 

 
Never 1-5 

times 
6-10 

times 
11-50 
times 

51-100 
times 

More 
than 100 

times 
GD36a. Playing the lottery 
(lottery tickets, instant Lotto 
games, Powerball, instant 
scratch-off tickets, Lotto, video 
lottery games, etc.)? 

◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 

GD36b. Betting on sports with 
friends or in an office pool? ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 

GD36c. Playing cards (including 
poker), dice, chess, or other 
game of mental skill for money 
(not at a casino or poker room)?  

◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 

GD36d. Playing games of 
physical skill for money, such as 
pool, golf, or bowling? 

◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 

GD36e. Speculating on high risk 
stocks, day trading, real estate, 
stock options, or futures? 

◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 

GD36f. Betting on sports with a 
bookie or with parlay cards (not 
at a casino)? 

◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 

GD36g. Betting on horse or dog 
races or on dog or cock fights? ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 

GD36h. Playing bingo or pull tabs 
or keno (not at a casino)? ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 

 
GD37. During those years when you gambled the most, how often did you usually gamble at a casino or 
poker room? 

 Every day 
 Nearly every day 
 3-4 days / week 
 1-2 days / week 
 1-3 days / month 
 Less than once a month 
 Never GO TO GD39a 

IF DK/RF CONTINUE 
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[GRID SCREEN 7] 
Think about the years in your life when you gambled most. During those years, approximately how many 
times in your life did you bet or spend money on each of the following activities at a casino? 

 
Never 1-5 

times 
6-10 

times 
11-50 
times 

51-100 
times 

More 
than 100 

times 
GD38a. Playing poker (at a 
casino or poker room)? ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 

GD38b. Playing table games 
other than poker (at a casino)? ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 

GD38c. Betting on sports (at a 
casino)?  ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 

GD38d. Playing slot machines, 
video poker, or other gaming 
machines (at a casino)? 

◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 

 
GD39a. During those years when you gambled the most, how often did you usually gamble on the 
Internet? 

 Every day  GO TO GRID SCREEN 8 
 Nearly every day GO TO GRID SCREEN 8 
 3-4 days / week  GO TO GRID SCREEN 8 
 1-2 days / week  GO TO GRID SCREEN 8 
 1-3 days / month GO TO GRID SCREEN 8 
 Less than once a month GO TO GRID SCREEN 8 
 Never 

IF DK/RF GO TO GRID SCREEN 8 
 
GD39b. How often did you pay entry fees to play daily fantasy sports or other similar contests on the 
Internet? 

 Every day 
 Nearly every day 
 3-4 days / week 
 1-2 days / week 
 1-3 days / month 
 Less than once a month 
 Never GO TO GD41 

IF DK/RF CONTINUE 
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[GRID SCREEN 8] 
Think about the years in your life when you gambled most. During those years, approximately how many 
times in your life did you bet or spend money on each of the following activities on the Internet? 

 
Never 1-5 

times 
6-10 

times 
11-50 
times 

51-100 
times 

More 
than 100 

times 
GD40a. Playing Internet poker? ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 
GD40b. Internet sports betting? ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 
GD40c. Daily fantasy sports? ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 
GD40d. Other types of Internet 
gambling? ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ ◯ 

 
GD41. Taking all your wins and losses over a full year together, what is the largest amount of money you 
ever lost in a single year?  
[INTERVIEWER: If “No loss” or “Loss less than $1”, enter ‘0’.] 
 
        $  
 
GD42. What is the maximum amount you lost in one day that year?  
[INTERVIEWER: If “No loss” or “Loss less than $1”, enter ‘0’.] 
 
        $  
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[GRID SCREEN 9] 
The next questions are about some problems you may have had in your lifetime because of your 
gambling. Have you had any of the following problems associated with your gambling? 

 Yes No 
GD43a. Did your betting or gambling often interfere with your work or 
responsibilities at school, on a job, or at home? ◯ ◯ 

GD43b. Did your betting or gambling cause repeated arguments or other serious 
problems with your family, friends, neighbors, or coworkers? ◯ ◯ 

GD43c. Did you have periods when you would spend lots of time thinking about your 
gambling when you should have been thinking about other things? ◯ ◯ 

GD43d. Did you have periods when you would spend lots of time planning your bets 
or studying the odds when you should have been doing other things? ◯ ◯ 

GD43e. Have you had to increase the amount you bet or gambled over time in order 
to keep it exciting? ◯ ◯ 

GD43f. Did you have a time when you would often use betting or gambling as a way 
to get out of a bad mood or to improve your mood? ◯ ◯ 

GD43g. Did you often gamble in order to escape from or stop thinking about 
personal problems? ◯ ◯ 

GD43h. After losing money gambling, did you often return another day soon after 
to try to win back your losses? ◯ ◯ 

GD43i. When you had a big gambling debt, did you gamble more and more in the 
hope of winning back the losses? ◯ ◯ 

GD43j. Did you often have such a strong desire to bet or gamble that you couldn't 
resist it or couldn't think of anything else? ◯ ◯ 

GD43k. Did you have times when you gambled even though you promised yourself 
you wouldn't, or when you bet a lot more or for a longer period of time than you 
intended? 

◯ ◯ 

  
GD44. How many times in your lifetime did you make a serious attempt to cut down or stop gambling? 
 
  times 
 
CKPT.GD45 
0…GD44=0 [no quit attempts] GO TO CKPT.GD47 
1…GD44>0 [1+ quit attempts] CONTINUE 
 
GD46. Since trying to cut down or stop, what is the longest period of time you have gone without 
gambling in your lifetime?  
 

 days   weeks   months  years 
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CKPT.GD47 
1…(ALL RESPONSES CODED ‘never’ OR ‘less than once a month’ IN GD34, GD37, GD39a, AND GD39b) 
AND (ALL RESPONSES CODED <$100 IN GD41 AND GD42) AND (CKPT.GD19=1 OR EMPTY) [<11 times 
gambling and <$100 lost in lifetime] 

GO TO GD59a [Tx Qs] 
2…ALL OTHERS 

CONTINUE 
 
CKPT.GD48a 
0…GD15e!=YES AND GD43e!=YES [does not meet “Excitement” criterion lifetime] 
1…GD15e=YES OR GD43e=YES [meets “Excitement” criterion lifetime] 
 
CKPT.GD48b 
0…SC27d!=YES [does not meet “Irritability” criterion lifetime] 
1…SC27d=YES [meets “Irritability” criterion lifetime] 
 
CKPT.GD48c 
0…CKPT.GD20c!=1 AND ZERO RESPONSES CODED “1” in GD43j, GD43k, CKPT.GD45 [does not meet 
“Control” criterion lifetime] 
1…ONE OR MORE RESPONSES CODED “1” in CKPT.GD20c, GD43j, GD43k, CKPT.GD45 [meets “Control” 
criterion lifetime] 
 
CKPT.GD48d 
0…CKPT.GD20d!=1 AND ZERO RESPONSES CODED “1” in GD43c, GD43d [does not meet “Preoccupation” 
criterion lifetime] 
1…(ONE OR MORE RESPONSES CODED “1” in CKPT.GD20d, GD43c, GD43d) [meets “Preoccupation” 
criterion lifetime] 
 
CKPT.GD48e 
0…CKPT.GD20e!=1 AND ZERO RESPONSES CODED “1” GD43f, GD43g [does not meet “Distress” criterion 
lifetime] 
1…(ONE OR MORE RESPONSES CODED “1” IN CKPT.GD20e, GD43f, GD43g) [meets “Distress” criterion 
lifetime] 
 
CKPT.GD48f 
0…CKPT.GD20f!=1 AND ZERO RESPONSES CODED “1” IN GD43h, GD43i [does not meet “Chasing” 
criterion lifetime] 
1…ONE OR MORE RESPONSES CODED “1” IN CKPT.GD20f, GD43h, GD43i [meets “Chasing” criterion 
lifetime] 
 
CKPT.GD48g 
0…SC27e!=YES [does not meet “Concealment” criterion lifetime] 
1…SC27e=YES [meets “Concealment” criterion lifetime] 
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CKPT.GD48h 
0…CKPT.GD20h!=1 AND ZERO RESPONSES CODED “1” IN GD43a, GD43b [does not meet “Impairment” 
criterion lifetime] 
1…ONE OR MORE RESPONSES CODED “1” IN CKPT.GD20h, GD43a, GD43b [meets “Impairment” criterion 
lifetime] 
 
CKPT.GD48i 
0…SC27f!=YES [does not meet “Reliance” criterion lifetime] 
1…SC27f=YES [meets “Reliance” criterion lifetime] 
 
CKPT.GD51 
1…0-3 RESPONSES “1” IN CKPT.GD48a-CKPT.GD48i [LT version - <4 GD symptoms in lifetime] 

GO TO NEXT MODULE 
2…4+ RESPONSES “1” IN CKPT.GD48a-CKPT.GD48i [LT version - Greater than 3 lifetime GD symptom]
 CONTINUE 
 
GD52. You reported having a number of gambling problems during the past 12 months, such as 
GDFILL03 AND GDFILL04.How old were you the very first time you had any of these problems? 
[If unsure, prompt: “About how old were you?” If still unsure or if “All my life” or “As long as I can 
remember”, prompt: “Was it before your teens?” If Yes, enter ‘12’; if no, prompt: “Was it before your 
twenties?” If Yes, enter ‘19’; if no, enter ‘20’] 
FILL RULES: 
Select first endorsed (GDFILL03) and second endorsed (GDFILL04) out of: (GD15e OR GD43e) OR SC27d 
OR (GD15j=YES OR GD15k=YES OR CKPT.GD17=1 OR GD43j=YES OR GD43k=YES OR CKPT.GD47=1) OR 
(GD15c OR GD15d OR GD43c OR GD43d) OR (GD15f OR GD15g OR GD43f OR GD43g) OR (GD15h OR 
GD15i OR GD43h OR GD43i) OR SC27e OR (GD15a OR GD15b OR GD43a OR GD43b) OR SC27f)) 

GD15e OR GD43e=GDID01 
SC27d_1=GDID02 
GD15j OR GD43j=GDID03 
GD15k OR GD15k=GDID04 
GD15c OR GD43c=GDID05 
GD15d OR GD43d=GDID06 
GD15f OR GD43f=GDID07  
GD15g OR GD43g=GDID08  
GD15h OR GD43h=GDID09 
GD15i OR GD43i=GDID10 
SC27e_1=GDID11  
GD15a OR GD43a=GDID12  
GD15b OR GD43b=GDID13 
SC27f_1=GDID14 

 
  years old 
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GD53. Did you ever have four or more of these problems during the same 12-month period? 
 Yes 
 No GO TO GD59a 

IF DK/RF GO TO GD59a 
 
GD54. How old were you the first time you had four or more of these problems during the same 12-
month period?  
[If unsure, prompt: “About how old were you?” If still unsure or if “All my life” or “As long as I can 
remember”, prompt: “Was it before your teens?” If Yes, enter ‘12’; if no, prompt: “Was it before your 
twenties?” If Yes, enter ‘19’; if no, enter ‘20’] 
 
  years old 
 
GD55. How old were you the last time you had two or more of these problems during the same 12-
month period?  
[If unsure, prompt: “About how old were you?” If still unsure or if “All my life” or “As long as I can 
remember”, prompt: “Was it before your teens?” If Yes, enter ‘12’; if no, prompt: “Was it before your 
twenties?” If Yes, enter ‘19’; if no, enter ‘20’] 
 
  years old 
 
GD56. About how many different years in your life did you ever have four or more of these problems?  
[INTERVIEWER: Number should not be greater than participant’s current age] 
 
  years 
 
GD57. Have you ever made a serious attempt to quit gambling? 

 Yes 
 No GO TO GD59a 

IF DK/RF GO TO GD59a 
 
GD58. What is the longest period of time you went without gambling after an attempt to during your 
lifetime?  
[INTERVIEWER: 7 days per week; 30 days per month; 365 days per year] 
 
  days 
 
GD59a. Did you ever in your life talk to a medical doctor or other professional about your problems with 
gambling? (By other professional we mean psychologists, counselors, spiritual advisors, herbalists, 
acupuncturists, and other healing professionals.) 

 Yes 
 No GO TO GD60a 

IF DK/RF GO TO GD60a 
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GD59b. How old were you the first time (you talked to a professional about your gambling problems)? 
[If unsure, prompt: “About how old were you?” If still unsure or if “All my life” or “As long as I can 
remember”, prompt: “Was it before your teens?” If Yes, enter ‘12’; if no, prompt: “Was it before your 
twenties?” If Yes, enter ‘19’; if no, enter ‘20’] 
 
  years old 
 
GD59c. Did you receive professional treatment for your gambling problems at any time in the past 12 
months? 

 Yes 
 No 

 
GD60a. Did you ever go to a self-help group like Gamblers Anonymous for help with your gambling 
problems? 

 Yes 
 No GO TO GD61a 

IF DK/RF GO TO GD61a 
 
GD60b. How old were you the first time (you went to a self-help group for people with gambling 
problems)? 
[If unsure, prompt: “About how old were you?” If still unsure or if “All my life” or “As long as I can 
remember”, prompt: “Was it before your teens?” If Yes, enter ‘12’; if no, prompt: “Was it before your 
twenties?” If Yes, enter ‘19’; if no, enter ‘20’] 
 
  years old 
 
GD60c. How many meetings of such a group did you attend in the past 12 months?  
 
  meetings 
 
GD61a. Did you ever call a gambling helpline for help with your gambling problems? 

 Yes 
 No GO TO GD62 

IF DK/RF GO TO GD62 
 
GD61b. How old were you the first time (you called a gambling helpline for people with gambling 
problems)? 
[If unsure, prompt: “About how old were you?” If still unsure or if “All my life” or “As long as I can 
remember”, prompt: “Was it before your teens?” If Yes, enter ‘12’; if no, prompt: “Was it before your 
twenties?” If Yes, enter ‘19’; if no, enter ‘20’] 
 
  years old 
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GD61c. How many times did you call a gambling helpline in the past 12 months?  
 
  calls 
 
GD62. How many of your close relatives -- including your biological parents, brothers and sisters, and 
children -- ever had problems with gambling? 
 
  relatives 
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Fills Appendix 
GDID01: increasing the amount you bet or gambled in order to keep it exciting  
GDID02: trying to quit or cut down on gambling make you feel restless or irritable  
GDID03: having such a strong desire to bet or gamble that you couldn’t resist it or couldn’t think or 
anything else 
GDID04: gambling even though you promised yourself you wouldn’t or bet a lot more or for a longer 
period of time than you intended  
GDID05: spending lots of time thinking about your gambling when you should have been thinking about 
other things  
GDID06: spending lots of time planning your bets or studying the odds when you should have been 
doing other things  
GDID07: often using betting or gambling as a way to get out of bad mood or to improve your mood 
GDID08: often gambling in order to escape or stop thinking from personal problems  
GDID09: after losing money gambling, you often returned another day soon to win back your losses  
GDID10: having a big gambling debt and gambling more and more in hope of winning back the losses 
GDID11: trying to keep your family or friends from knowing how much you gambled  
GDID12: your betting or gambling often interfering with work or responsibilities at school, on a job or at 
home 
GDID13: your betting or gambling causing repeated arguments or other serious problems 
GDID14: repeatedly borrowing money from your family or friends to support your gambling or to pay 
gambling debts 


